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ABSTRACT
Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing Games (MMORPGs) typically use a handful of static conventions for involving players in stories, such as predefined quest or story paths (a quest or story path is one in which the user experiences a sequence of related quests that must be accomplished in a particular order). Beyond the work done in MMORPGs there has been strong research in designing adaptive approaches to interactive fiction/drama that dynamically author content for users of the interactions [10] [18]. The system architecture presented in this paper, TRUE STORY, is designed to address issues concerning dynamically generated quest or story paths in persistent worlds, such as MMORPGs, for users to engage in more enhanced, interactive and personal experiences. TRUE STORY empowers persistent world designers by offering a truly modular approach for dynamically generating and presenting compelling content that results in user experiences worth telling a story about. The current implementation is set in a game model to demonstrate a dynamic quest generation system built to present users with unique and compelling experiences linked by context to past quests and/or experiences. This is achieved by utilizing history and relationships developed through interaction between world objects and actions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Persistent game worlds, such as World of Warcraft, have inherited a number of conventions established in standalone games that have prevented users from enjoying the unique experience that persistent systems have the potential to offer. The most notable conventions are leveling, a reward system that presents quantified status points to players for completing tasks, and questing, the act of receiving and completing designer defined goals in return for level rewards. Combined with the desire for a narrative component in persistent game worlds these conventions force designers to offer their users a finite set of scripted quests that all users experience in a similar fashion. Although these conventions allow for an enjoyable experience they prevent the user from truly molding their quest or story paths into a unique and personal one that they can identify with. A potentially better approach then, would be to determine possible quests for a user and then select the most relevant quests to what the user has done in the past [18]. In turn this will help drive a user’s unique quest experience over their character’s lifeline.

Noting the lack of unique quest experience inherent in persistent game worlds such as World of Warcraft, we have designed an open-ended framework that more naturally utilizes the interactive and persistent properties of MMO systems. This aids in producing an interactive impact similar to dynamically authored interactive systems that most designers of persistent worlds have failed to capture properly in practice.

In an effort to create a framework that is capable of dynamically generating contextually linked and meaningful quests there were some key design principles that had to be addressed. As actions and interactions occur between users and the persistent world they must be tracked and the system must be updated accordingly so the quest generation system can create quests that are unique to the current state of the world. While examining these interactions and actions, the system must be capable of generating quests that are both relevant and meaningful to a user’s experience. This must be achieved without any long-term quest paths or end goals as a constraint because the framework is meant for persistent worlds. This does not infer that quest paths cannot end up achieving a meaningful end state, however, they should not be driven by such a goal. It is also important that the information tracked by the system is properly managed so that it does not grow to large to handle, which in turn could slow the system down with meaningless searches for relevant information. Our framework, TRUE STORY, attempts to address these design principles and the related work section below describes how the
framework was influenced, formulated, and modified to scope beyond just MMO games.

2. Related Work
The problem of dynamically authoring narrative into an interactive experience is nothing new. Numerous games and academic papers have been dedicated to exploring and discussing the topic [10] [1] [9] [14] [20] [3] [18]. While the seed for the concept of TRUE STORY came directly from analyzing the attempts made by numerous games in the MMORPG genre, the majority of the initial design was informed from research in the Interactive Drama (ID) domain. The recent establishment of “Interactive Drama as a new medium” has generated a number of academic papers and example implementations related to the combination (or separation) of interactivity and storytelling.

2.1 Conditions and Contextualization
The unifying characteristic between the examined systems was an underlying driving force, or planner, that progresses the storyline or interactions of the system. It became apparent, however, that there had been little work to incorporate these ideas into a dynamic quest generation system and less yet towards dynamic quests in persistent worlds based on player interaction. By utilizing the principles learned from reviewed work we were able to design an open-ended framework capable of creating unique quest experiences for users in persistent systems.

In order to achieve a generalized and open-ended quest generator it was important that we developed a framework that could incorporate any form of quest experience. Quests are limited to those defined for a particular system, but there is no limit on how many types of quests can be defined in a system utilizing our framework. Incorporating the defined quests and the principles of dynamically authoring narrative the framework is then capable of presenting a player with a unique questing experience and quest paths, one where each consecutive experience relates to previous interaction within the system.

Quests that are generated are not driven by a specific story arc or plot focus, which is different from the work done in interactive drama. Some approaches to interactive drama direct users and story content by evaluating previous actions and deciding what plot line appears logical at the moment [10] [1] [18] [16] [19], however, since questing experiences are very different from dramatic experiences users should be capable of directing their own experience if presented with the proper opportunity space. This opportunity space is created by generating quests that are related to past experiences so a user can pursue a path that expands their knowledge of a previous experience.

2.2 Open-Ended Design
Impro [6] in particular influenced our design through its initial defense of designing stories without knowing what the end goal is, thus speaking to how an interesting experience could arise within an interactive experience. A quote from an excerpted Johnstone conversation explains one of the major dilemmas faced with persistent worlds:

I have to write a story and I’m supposed to map out everything that’s going to happen so that my teacher can mark it. She says it will stop me [from] writing the wrong things.

Although this has been a traditional method of story generation the problem that arises is when a user experiences interactive drama from themselves, especially in real time and in a persistent, digital world, a designer cannot possibly predict what actions or choices that user may make. The only way to make such a prediction is by limiting the user’s options and thereby limiting their experience. Some attempts have been made at modeling user preferences and generating story content based on such models [17] [9] [18], however, in a questing system this would limit the questing options being presented to a user. Users may want to change their questing preferences on a regular basis.

TALE-SPIN’s [11] focus was also beneficial in realizing how the use of attribute variables for characters could be used to add depth to the contextual links we developed in our implementation. Attributes help define how difficult a quest will be for a user to complete and can help narrow the quest space being presented to users. They also add an extra component for MMORPGs by giving users an incentive to increase attributes in order to achieve more complex quests, which is different than the traditional method of receiving more complex quests to increase attributes.

2.3 Layer Relationships
Interestingly enough, an important trait that can help guide dynamic quest generation and is often overlooked involves neither of the aforementioned topics, but a third involving modeling relationships between characters. David Freeman, in his book Creating Emotion in Games, states a screen-writing tool used for mapping relationships between characters from film. He describes how he models basic relationships such as “protective” or “jealous” between the main characters in his game. Depending on which traits other characters are aware of then dictates how a character might react.

Behaviors such as these relate to the overall believability of synthetic characters [15]. Adapting this trait layer technique to model relationships that can dynamically adapt based upon previous and current actions is at the heart of what makes TRUE STORY tick. TRUE STORY achieves this by maintaining relationship states between characters as well as mapping an individual’s knowledge of how other characters are related to each other. Over time as a user continues to interact with characters in the system they naturally gain knowledge of these characters’ nuances, but in turn within the system the characters gain knowledge of the user’s behaviors as well as other characters’ behaviors.

Freeman also states clearly what separates good and bad stories “Interesting, but also deep”. This quote relates to any object or plot point, and it relates to the TRUE STORY framework as well. TRUE STORY’s success comes from checking for possibilities that may present a user with an interesting and deep quest based on interactions that have occurred within the system.

3. TRUE STORY Framework
TRUE STORY is a dynamic goal generation architecture for use in persistent systems where multiple users directly interact. The current implementation takes place within a text-based, medieval, persistent world implemented by us that makes use of traditional medieval roles. The following examples occurred at a state when the world consisted of roughly thirty rooms and twelve characters.
The purpose of TRUE STORY then is to systematically assign unique quests, such as a quest to avenge your brother’s murderer, to users and objects continually, based upon some specified set of constraints. Constraints are predefined rules or preconditions that are required to be met for a quest to be presented to a user. The constraints used for TRUE STORY include the relationship between two characters, a character’s past experiences (quests), performable actions such as attack, proximity to information and attributes such as thievery skill. These help dictate what a character is capable of accomplishing so the users are not assigned impossible tasks and by utilizing a user’s memories as a constraint we are able to keep quests within a relevant quest path. As a user completes quests their memories and attributes are updated according to the task performed, which in turn opens up new quest opportunities. For example, if a user has brought numerous petty criminals to justice then the city guard may send that user on a quest to catch a more serious criminal since the user has proven their merit.

While designers have the ability to define different constraints than those mentioned, constraints generally come in the following forms:

- **Memories**: past quests in which a role has been played (either as protagonist, party member, or passive participant). For instance, in an example taken from our implementation user character A (please note that in our framework both user characters and non-playable characters are identical in function and form so all following examples can be created by a user character interacting with either another user character or non-playable character) has chosen to take the role of a thief and has stolen an object from character B, both characters within the system have now created a different memory of the account. Character A maintains a full memory of how the action took place and what was stolen while B, who in this particular instance did not catch A in the act, creates a memory of the item being stolen, but his memory does not include A as the thief in question. These memories are now stored and will help spark quests in the future. If character C now comes in contact with B, assuming user character C is a reputed lawman and is well known to be so by B, character B will dynamically generate a unique quest for C to find and bring the thief to justice. This quest will not be generated for other characters that are well known to be lawbreakers. It was necessary for A to maintain a memory of the account in order for the system to recognize when C has successfully completed the quest since A is the only character who holds an account of who actually stole the object. Since memories could be created at alarming speeds in a persistent world it is important that an appropriate method for memory management is designed. A persistent world must be capable of eliminating memories that are not useful and tracking those that are.

- **Attributes**: designer defined object properties (ex: affinity, thievery, importance, health, damage, etc). These are used to see if a character has the capability to complete a quest. A character with no fighting history or qualifications will not be asked to take on an evil dragon until they have improved their merits.

- **Actions**: designer specified actions that correspond to the types of quests characters could accept, offer, or earn memories from. Within the context of our system these involve talking with other characters to gain information, stealing, attacking, and examining the world around them. Using the current running example with character A, B, and C taken from the current system, C’s actual assigned quest would either be to steal the item back or kill the culprit (character A) depending on the importance of the original item stolen. To recognize that this was a form of justice and not villainy the quest’s reward is a positive affinity gain plus whatever B is offering as a reward. In order to accomplish this C would have to examine other characters until he discovered a character with the stolen item, which in our case this character would automatically be labeled as the thief. Given a more robust implementation there may be methods for extracting information to find the real thief if A has since dispersed of the item. Please note in a larger system there may be a different quest type to discover the culprit’s identity and turn that character into the law, which would make more sense in this example.

- **Layers**: relationships established between objects and/or their properties based upon context. Influenced by quest roles and/or relationships with other objects [5]. As players interact with others, relationships begin to develop. If character A continually steals from character B and give the items to character D then B will begin to develop a negative relationship with A while D develops a positive one. As an additional clarification, relationships can be established between characters and non-character objects if designers so choose, as they all derive from the same base class (our system implementation does not demonstrate this directly).

- **Proximity**: designer defined area of affect to access memory information from game characters or objects. This is also a constraint that considers the networked environment and the need for search limitations in practice (typically a radius around each object, in our implementation information can only be gained from the objects in the current room). This allows for efficient memory searches in a reasonable time. As a user interacts with objects within the system they will maintain a memory of that interaction for use in future situations, but they cannot draw on information they have not previously learned or are not in proximity of.

In many cases quests cannot be generated until specific types of memories, attributes, or layers have been established. Using the running example we’ll assume there is a non-playable character E who was designed as a thief lord who gives thieving quests to characters who are known thieves. Before E will actually generate a quest for A, A must have proven to be a strong thief. The current implementation recognizes A’s capability based not only on their thievery attribute but also by A’s memories of their successful thieving attempts. If A has performed numerous thievies than E will search their memories of known important items and create a quest for A to steal one of these items.
Related to the concepts of constraints is the concept of relevancy. While constraints serve to limit the amount of information the system has to search, relevancy performs a qualitative check on the data that falls within that constraint space. What determines the “relevancy” of a quest is strictly up to the system designers. In TRUE STORY, a quest is relevant if it has some connection of memory producing capacity that ties into the users current memories and layers. Currently this check is primitive and does not actually score which quests are more relevant, however, within the context of the framework it can be developed to score relevancy based on designer specified constraints. For instance given our implementation, let’s assume character A and E have formed a strong affinity with each other and character E is assassinated by an unknown assailant. As character A wanders the world looking for quests they may come across a character F who is able to generate a quest for A that involves the unknown assailant. Although this information is not conveyed directly, by involving A in a quest that includes the assailant, A has a higher probability of fulfilling their quest to kill E’s murderer. This makes what may otherwise be a trivial quest far more relevant than others may be. By scoring relevancy to past actions it helps drive users to meaningful quest paths. Although other quests will be offered to a user at the same time, the most relevant quests can be offered first. The user does not see first hand the relevance of the quest, but is will begin to understand that these quests will help them discover important information.

The approach to generate quests is twofold: first determine possible quests to generate, then select the most relevant (i.e. the most in context) quests to what the user has done in the past. The hypothesis, then, is that because the relevancy check ensures a user receives quests that are within context of previous quests/actions their character has taken, the resulting chain of events is interesting at worst, but compelling at best. The justification is that as a user progresses their character’s lifetime they should naturally follow story lines that interest them by choosing quests with relevance to a particular story arc. This returns to the concept of allowing users to create their own dramatic situations through interaction. Additionally, the fact that the quests offered are unique to a character’s situation, along with the character’s actions having lasting effects on the persistent world, might suggest that the user will feel a greater sense of agency within the world they are essentially helping to craft (or at least by contrast to the previously scripted quest chains users were accustomed to).

4. User Interaction

TRUE STORY can be thought of as a set of small systems interacting to produce emergent results (unique quests). In practice, quests are presented in a traditional manner, much like that of World of Warcraft. A user chooses to speak with other characters and those characters will in turn offer up information and quests (see Figure 1). The bulk of the underlying calculations of TRUE STORY are purposely made transparent to the user. The difference between TRUE STORY and a system like World of Warcraft is that the quests being presented to each individual character are unique, with a constantly world creating an avenue for new quests as the user seeds a character with new quest experiences and interactions. Each time a user completes a quest for another character in our system that quest memory is stored for all concerned parties. If character A is charged with stealing an item from character B by character E and successfully completes the quest then all characters will maintain a unique memory of the action. A will become more proficient in his thievery skill, B will now have a memory of having lost an item dynamically creating a quest to discover where the item has gone, and E will create a memory that A has helped them in the past thus granting A higher affinity with E. Although in the system’s current state the information tracked is minimalistic with all changes to the world being similar to the one above in nature, the framework itself can provide for more comprehensive information tracking if the system is designed properly.

Figure 1: General Quest Request

As Figure 1 illustrates, there are two similar ways a character becomes associated with a generated quest. The most typical interaction is for the character to “ask” (a.k.a. request) for quests from another character. Characters that have been requested for quests will run an “offer” routine that searches through the constraint space involving the two characters. For instance, character A has just asked character E for any quests they may have to offer. The system is now granted full access to A and E’s memories, attributes, and layers. We’ll assume A and E are as described before and that A and E have formed a trusting relationship because A has already done numerous thefts for E. Recently E has learned about an item of low importance and an item of high importance. Due to the nature of the items, E can now offer two separate quests to A. The first quest might be to obtain the item of low importance by any means possible and the second quest may be to obtain the item of greater importance while also eliminating any evidence of the crime. This may include assassinating any witnesses. The offering character will then present the asking character with this finite set of the most relevant quests that can be accepted. Quests that may not be offered may include stealing an item of no importance of simply gathering information about other items of low importance.

The second method of becoming associated with generated quests is through generic quests that are automatically offered to other characters. For example, in the implementation we developed to demonstrate TRUE STORY, a generic “Steal” quest for an item of arbitrary value can be offered to any player that has a high enough theft attribute regardless of their relationship with the offering character. This allows characters to continually work on their skills by accepting generic quests to help build them up for more interesting assignments.

Beyond the user-based characters, non-playable characters (NPCs) are also treated within the system with the same logic that
user characters are. They are introduced into the world as normal users with heavily pre-seeded memories and as the world adjusts their memories and attributes in turn adjust along with the world. Their adjustment along with the world is critical to the system so that users may carve a name for themselves in their new interactive realm. As character A begins to accomplish larger feats, NPCs in the realm will begin to gain memories of the user’s character and may even recognize them on sight if they gain enough fame. This may also help NPCs to create quests against or for a user’s character. If a user has become a well-known justice seeker the villains in the interactive realm may want the user eliminated while other justice seekers may actively search for the user for aid. With enough space allocated for memories, this underlying “social network” could produce some impressive quests based upon long-term memories. Character A may find that the NPC they saved at the beginning of their career has grown into a king or perhaps even a thief lord. Character A may then be called on during a much later date in their interactive career to perform a new deed or perhaps be saved from certain death by such an NPC.

Finally, it is worth noting again that the key component of TRUE STORY revolves around the fact that the system does not use any long-term quest paths as a constraint. As rationalized in many of the above sections, a long-term goal would add an “end state” that is undesirable inside of a persistent game system. The purpose of TRUE STORY is to subvert the need for an end state entirely by keeping the player consistently engaged by discovering the unique path they are choosing to follow. A user could begin a quest path to discover the murderer of a well-known friend and, once the assailant is found, bring them to justice. All the while the user has completed numerous quests along their journey, which in turn has opened up new quest paths for them to explore. Although no dialogue has been implemented into our system a user is still capable of following meaningful quest paths that have a strong story element to them. Infusing meaningful dialogue into the system could only make it stronger, but for the sake of dynamic quest generation and quest path generation is not necessary. Although such a quest path as defined above is possible within our current implementation, one place our implementation currently falls short is rating how relevant quests are to a specific quest path. Currently the system only decides whether a quest is relevant to the character seeking quests. In the future it will be necessary to explore assigning quests relevancy weights. As relevancy builds the character can pursue a meaningful story that models a real life experience and although the story may come to a conclusion or the user may feel the story they are following is complete, there was no real objective in mind outside of a meaningful interactive experience. However, the “Future Work” section describes some potential uses of this system in conjunction with end-state allowable implementations.

5. Implementation

For the implementation of TRUE STORY a simple text based persistent world is used. The environment consists of a series of rooms interconnected in a two dimensional plane. All other objects in the world reside either in a room or within another object including characters. Rooms are themselves an individual class. Rooms are the boundaries of the world and can contain any number of objects. A room can also be linked to up to four other rooms in the directions north, south, east, and/or west. Within the boundaries of the world, all interactions occur between characters and equipment. Both of these were grouped higher into an all-encompassing class called ‘object’, which is the base class for all interactions. Categorizing all physical things in the world as objects makes it easy for all interactions to occur through objects and allows the model to be easily extendable. Even if new ‘object’ types were created such as food they would be subject to the same interactions as characters and equipment with a few new interactions specific for food. Methods have been created to add rooms, items, characters, and features to the world as the programmer sees fit. In order to add something to the world it was necessary that the object be seeded with the correct information (armor has specific defense values, characters have to be given attributes and characteristics, etc.).

The interactions between objects used in TRUE STORY were earlier defined as quests. The quests chosen for this implementation were:

- **Kill**: an interaction where an object in the world is trying to eliminate another object within the world.
- **Steal**: an interaction where an object (in our model a derived character object), is trying to take a different object from a third object, another character.
- **Discover**: occurs when an object is dropped or has been stolen in the world and the initial owner would like to discover where that object is now.
- **Retrieve**: occurs when an object would like to retrieve a separate object in the world, but does not demand that the desired object is necessarily stolen or retrieved in a particular fashion.

The system will have more quest options to choose from as more quest types are created and a user will be given a wider variety of quest paths. A designer can limit the dilemma of the system creating too many quest paths by only allowing the user to choose from a smaller subset of the most relevant quests or by limiting the number of quests that can be given. Although the interactions themselves are important to the system as a whole, the main feature of our implementation is how these interactions are chosen and executed between objects. Although a user may engage in any action at any time of their own accord, each object also contains a set of memories, which in this case are actions that a character has either participated in actively, or been a part of passively. The driving example as been if character A steals from character B, but B does not catch A in the act. These memories are important for establishing the context in which future events happen. At any time a character may perform a steal or kill action, which is then translated into a self-given quest, but doing so will directly affect their interactions with other characters.

Each object also contains a set of attributes. For this implementation the attributes chosen were health, damage, thievery skill and affinity. The affinity variable chosen is essentially a relationship value (negative meaning dislike, positive meaning like) between a user an all other characters in the world as well as a user to the world around (just because character B strongly dislikes character A does not mean A is negatively perceived in the world because A may have performed far more positive deeds than negative ones). Based on the values of these attributes interactions are further conditioned to react accordingly.
It is important that a method for obtaining quests is defined beyond the interactions and attributes of characters. For TRUE STORY each character is capable of asking any other character within the same room (the proximity limitation) for quest options. After a request has been made, the character asked will scan through their memories and the asking character’s memories to find any relevant ties. Each character has two sets of memory, which includes a long-term memory and short-term memory. This was designed for the future implementation of memory decay. Long-term memories are events that will always remain important to the world. An example of a long-term memory would be if character A assassinated the current king of the land. Character A would maintain a long-term memory of accomplishing the act and everyone who heard of the assassination would maintain a long-term memory that someone had assassinated the king. Short-term memories on the other hand are trivial memories that should only matter for the moment. Such a memory might include if character A stole a loaf of bread from character B. Both characters should only maintain the memory for a short period of time.

Once memory has been properly searched, the character asked (B) would have knowledge of any interactions they have had with the requesting character (A) or any interactions they have learned that the requesting character has taken over time. If A makes a request to B, even if B has not personally interacted with A they may have prior knowledge of A ever trying to steal something or trying to kill someone that B is close to then B may be inclined to end all voluntary interaction with A depending on the circumstances. Vice versa, if A tried to steal or murder from a mutual enemy of B then B may be more inclined to help A out.

Now that memory has been addressed, if A has made no prior transgressions against B, the attribute values would be checked. For instance, if B has any steal quests that could be created or that were already created they would only be offered if A has attained a sufficient level in their thievery attribute. B might also offer specific kill quests on a third character if A had enough health and a weapon that was capable of doing sufficient damage. This shape interaction because B may offer a kill quest to character A, but not to character C based on their current attributes. This also helps in driving game play much like World of Warcraft uses levels to decide whether a player is capable of completing a quest.

It is clearly shown that all interactions done within the system could have a direct result on future interactions. If a character A steals from a character B they may soon become a victim of another steal interaction that character B requests of character C. In order to clearly demonstrate these results the main user is allowed to control all characters within the system. This is to simulate a multi-user environment within a single user environment as no networking code has been implemented. The user can switch between characters using a simple command (switch) and then observe the memories and attributes of that specific character. Certain characters are also seeded with pre-scripted memories as to simulate non-playable characters that might exist within a multi-user environment. These seeded characters are used to drive the initial interactions before actual users have created more memories. As stated previously, these characters are treated like normal characters because they will interact with the world in similar ways through memories and interactions. This is why the user is also allowed to control these characters. A full scale MMORPG would play out the exact same way with the caveat that it would have much more information to handle. Characters would still be able to interact in the exact same ways. A full scale MMORPG may also have implemented more meaningful interactions, which would still come in the form of a ‘quest’ class since all interactions are required to be of a quest form, and have better defined social roles. It may also include more attribute values.

5.1 Program

The program itself was implemented in a Linux environment using only C++ and a text-based world. All actions are performed through a text prompt where commands are input. Only the room the user is currently in is displayed to the user with its current exits. The user can also see what other objects exist in the room beside themselves. All the commands a user can issue are documented and can be seen using a help command. After beginning the simulation it is up to the user to create interactions and see how they develop the world around them. The user is also capable of creating specific interactions at any point in time so they can manipulate the world as desired and view the affects.

6. Discussion

TRUE STORY has been a positive step towards the dynamic generation of contextually linked quests. Its implementation demonstrates that designers of persistent worlds can provide unique content to all of its users by utilizing the constraints set forth by our framework, however there remains a lot more to be explored, implemented and expanded upon.

The current design of the TRUE STORY framework incorporates some important design principles that have proved invaluable to the framework. The first principle addressed is that the framework is providing a method to track information in persistent worlds to generate unique and interesting quests. This is accomplished by utilizing history, relationships and other constraints set forth by the implementer of the framework. Although the current implementation only accomplishes this on a rudimentary level it does successfully show that unique quests can be generated solely based on user interactions with the persistent world they are taking part in. The second principle addressed is that the framework does not utilize any long-term goals or conclusions to generate contextually linked quest paths. Rather it utilizes previous experiences to try and drive future experiences in a meaningful way. In this way the user can create an endless chain of experiences and quests that they are able to accomplish over time. The current implementation drives unique experiences based on memories and relationships; however, it does not yet drive quest paths in a meaningful way. Currently it falls on the user to choose which quests they feel are most relevant to their character’s past experiences. Regardless, the current implementation does provide for unique questing experiences even if they are not yet tied together through relevancy. Having a quest generation tool like this is the next step to creating unique persistent worlds that utilize a questing system.

Based on the components of the framework (memories, attributes, actions, layers, and proximity) it may be possible to adjust the framework to suit an interactive drama setting as well. One example would be to adjust constraints so that the quests presented were forced to model a story arc like the Hero’s Journey [2]. This has not been tested; however, the design is done in such a fashion that if constraints are properly
implemented it can accommodate almost any form of quest path generation. By expanding the actions possible for characters and modifying the constraint space we will be able to test how our framework adjusts to more structured settings.

Although the current implementation demonstrates some important aspect to dynamic quest generation there are some important aspects that need to be addressed for a larger setting. It is clear that a multi-user environment will not affect the performance of the system since the current implementation can be seen as a multi-user environment. Although only one character is able to act at a time they are all treated by the system in the exact same manner so with multiple users the system would simply be handling more actions at a time, not new actions however. This is already accomplished in MMORPGs and therefore should not pose a problem.

The biggest scalability issue comes from memory management. As more users are infused into the system more memories and quests will be created at a rapid rate. It is important that the designer chooses a device for deciding whether a quest should be stored in memory or simply discarded. By choosing important memories this memory space can be kept manageable. Different forms of memory decay could also be implemented to discard old memories that are no longer applicable to the world. Although this may shrink the possibility space for dynamically generated quests with high relevancy it would not prevent the system from generating random quests for the sake of continuity. These random quests could help produce attributes and possibly provide important interactions to help generate future quests.

7. Future Work
The first component we would like to address in the future is the lack of an online or networked version of our implementation. Proving that this program could run efficiently on a networked setting would be a strong step. Additionally, in the future it would benefit the usability to add a graphical component to the system. A graphical component is not crucial though.

On the simulation side, the main goal is to expand the current implementation with more actions/quest types, to demonstrate the richness of emergence that can occur through the interactions between a simple set of quests. Also, we need to look into creating a memory decay function for eliminating memories. We’ve already implemented an importance attribute that will help decide whether events are important enough to move to long-term memory and how long a memory will remain in short-term memory before decay. We need to incorporate this to see how it affects the believability of characters that forget past actions.
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